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on of the glaucoma associated
myocilin protein is inhibited by epicatechin gallate
(ECG)†

Ritika Sharma, a Anchala Kumari, b Bishwajit Kundu c and Abhinav Grover *a

Inherited glaucoma is a recent addition to the inventory of diseases arising due to protein misfolding.

Mutations in the olfactomedin (OLF) domain of myocilin are the most common genetic cause behind

this disease. Disease associated variants of m-OLF are predisposed to misfold and aggregate in the

trabecular meshwork (TM) tissue of the eye. In recent years, the nature of these aggregates was revealed

to exhibit the hallmarks of amyloids. Amyloid aggregates are highly stable structures that are formed,

often with toxic consequences in a number of debilitating diseases. In spite of its clinical relevance the

amyloidogenic nature of m-OLF has not been studied adequately. Here we have studied the amyloid

fibrillation of m-OLF and report ECG as an inhibitor against it. Using biophysical and biochemical assays,

coupled with advanced microscopic evaluations we show that ECG binds and stabilizes native m-OLF

and thus prevents its aggregation into amyloid fibrils. Furthermore, we have used REMD simulations to

delineate the stabilizing effects of ECG on the structure of m-OLF. Collectively, we report ECG as

a molecular scaffold for designing and testing of novel inhibitors against m-OLF amyloid fibrillation.
1. Introduction

Glaucoma comes only second in line aer cataracts as the
prominent cause of permanent blindness, worldwide.1 Primary
open angle glaucoma (POAG) represents the major form of
glaucoma, contributing to nearly 74% of the total disease
caseload.2–4 Mutations in the myocilin gene (MYOC) are
commonly implicated in occurrences of early onset POAG.5,6

Nearly 5% of all hereditary glaucoma cases arise because of
alterations in MYOC, impacting nearly three million people
worldwide.4,5,7,8

The myocilin protein has a molecular weight of�55 kDa and
is expressed in several parts of the body but its maximal
expression occurs in the trabecular meshwork (TM) tissue of the
eye. TM regulates intraocular pressure (IOP) levels.9 Under
normal conditions, a fraction of the synthesized myocilin is
proteolytically processed within the endoplasmic reticulum
(ER), yielding a C-terminal olfactomedin (OLF) domain (�35
kDa) and a N-terminal CC domain (�20 kDa).10,11 The OLF
domain along with the unprocessed full-length myocilin
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undergoes cellular secretion, whereas the N-terminal region is
retained intracellularly.10,12 It is in the OLF domain where more
than 90% of all glaucoma associated alterations occur.5,13,14

Currently, the most widely held view regarding inherited glau-
coma is that mutations in myocilin activate a gain-of-function
toxic phenotype.10,15–21 Mutations cause structural perturba-
tions in the protein conformation hindering its proteolytic
processing and cellular secretion, and as a result mutant myo-
cilin builds up within ER of TM cells.10,12,16,22 This misfolded,
aggregated myocilin is unable to be cleared by the ER associated
degradation (ERAD) pathway because of its aberrant interac-
tions with the Grp94 chaperone protein.23 The build-up of
aggregated myocilin instigates ER stress and death of TM
cells22,24,25 which contributes to increased IOP levels mediated
visual impairment, and in prolonged cases permanent blind-
ness.26,27 However, it is not just mutations in myocilin that can
result in development of different forms of POAG. Over-
expression of wild type (WT) myocilin under the inuence of
steroids is also reported to trigger protein aggregation and
increased ER stress in TM cells, contributing to steroid associ-
ated glaucoma.28,29 The biological role of myocilin remains
unidentied; although its contribution in maintenance of ECM
homeostasis in the TM tissue is well perceived. There is also
a paucity of information regarding its ligands and interacting
partners.27,30,31

Recent studies suggest that the cytotoxicity associated with
myocilin aggregation might be a consequence of its amyloido-
genic nature. The OLF domain of WT as well as mutant myocilin
produces mature amyloid brils in in vitro aggregation
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 29469–29481 | 29469
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assays,32–34 and the presence of these amyloid species has also
been conrmed using model cell lines.32,35 Protein misfolding
and amyloid formation is implicated in several debilitating
ailments comprising Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease,
Huntington's disease, cataracts and type-II diabetes, to name
a few.36 Myocilin associated POAG can thus be considered an
inclusion to the expanding catalogue of ailments arising due to
protein misfolding.26,35,37

Regulation of IOP levels has remained the primary thera-
peutic strategy for managing glaucoma patients. Eye drop
formulation of drugs that help in reducing the production of AH
and/or enhancing its removal are customarily employed to
regulate IOP levels.38,39 While traditional therapeutics can
manage/delay disease progression in most glaucoma patients,
their efficacy is found to be comparatively lower in patients with
inherited glaucoma characterized by mutations in myocilin.40

Patients suffering from juvenile open angle glaucoma (JOAG) or
early onset POAG have medical requirements that are not
catered efficiently by conventional glaucoma treatments.27,35,38

Inherited glaucoma is a major health burden across the world,
but can be managed or even prevented with early detection and
tailored treatments.11 With the advent of genome wide associ-
ation studies and polygenic risk score calculations, genetic
testing to detect disease associated MYOC variants will become
accessible to at risk individuals.41 Likewise, there is a need to
develop treatments that can target myocilin directly.

Countering the aggregation and misfolding of myocilin as
a therapeutic intervention strategy against glaucoma has
recently gained attention.18,42–45 Amongst other approaches that
are routinely investigated for developing therapeutics against
protein misfolding disorders, is the strategy of utilizing small
molecules for maintenance of the native structure of the
implicated protein. Preservation of the native protein state can
mitigate the progression of misfolding and associated
amyloidogenesis.37,46–52

Despite the clinical relevance of myocilin, only limited
studies have been performed to inspect the aggregation nature
of this protein. Production of recombinant myocilin in amounts
enough for carrying out in vitro aggregation assays is a likely
hindrance.42 Likewise, there are very few reports where binding
partners (particularly small molecules) have been discovered
and tested for their efficacy against the amyloid aggregation of
m-OLF (myocilin OLF domain). Apigenin and GW5074 are two
such compounds that were identied as ligands for m-OLF
using a biochemical binding assay; and have displayed
successful anti-amyloid activity against m-OLF in vitro.52 In
recent years, with the availability of the crystal structure for m-
OLF, in silico screenings of small molecules ligands of m-OLF
have also been ensued.53,54

In this study, we describe a new mode for recombinant
production of natively folded WT m-OLF and explore the
amyloid aggregation properties of this protein. By coupling
experimental and computational results, we have identied the
green tea polyphenol – epicatechin gallate (ECG) as a ligand for
m-OLF that can avert its aggregation into amyloid brils.
Collectively, the current study provides further support for the
amyloidogenic nature of myocilin and presents ECG as a likely
29470 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 29469–29481
structural candidate for future drug discovery studies against
myocilin associated glaucoma.
2. Results and discussion
2.1 Cloning, expression, purication and refolding of m-OLF

The OLF domain of myocilin (residues 244–504) was cloned into
the pET28a(+) expression vector and conrmed via sequencing.
As the coding sequence of MYOC gene contains a signicant
proportion of rare codons, hence the Rosetta-gami 2(DE3) pLysS
strain of E. coli that helps in overcoming codon bias was used
for expressing the protein. The m-OLF protein expression was
maximal at 2 hours, post induction. Similar to previous studies
we found the myocilin protein to be expressed only in the form
of inclusion bodies.55,56 There are very few reports where m-OLF
has been recovered from inclusion bodies and successfully
refolded back to its native state.55 Using an arrangement of
methods, we were able to achieve this feat resourcefully. The
His-tagged, m-OLF protein was rst puried through nickel
affinity chromatography under denaturing conditions followed
by its dilution in refolding buffer that assisted in correct
disulphide bond formation and folding. The principal compo-
nents of the refolding buffer were arginine and a combination
of reduced (GSH) and oxidized (GSSG) glutathione. Arginine is
widely used as an additive during the in vitro refolding of
proteins as its effective in subduing protein aggregation which
competes with process of protein refolding.57 A redox combi-
nation of GSH/GSSG is also routinely employed in in vitro
protein refolding experiments as it facilitates a controlled
oxidizing environment in which the formation of native disul-
de bonds can proceed accurately.58,59 The refolded protein was
assessed by Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC), Circular
Dichroism (CD) spectroscopy and Dynamic Light Scattering
(DLS) to conrm its folded state [ESI Fig. S1†]. The SEC as well
as the DLS prole veried the purity and homogeneity of the
recovered protein. Likewise, CD spectroscopy scans in the near
and far-UV range affirmed the intactness of the tertiary and
secondary structural elements respectively. The obtained CD
spectra correlated well with the previously reported CD spectral
proles for natively folded m-OLF in the near and far UV
regions.33,60 The far-UV CD signature was composed of a broad
minimum �215 nm and an additional 230 nm shoulder, while
the near-UV CD spectra exhibited close double troughs at
284 nm and 292 nm. We were able to purify �3 mg of pure
recombinant human m-OLF protein from 1 L of harvested
bacterial culture.
2.2 Binding interaction of the heteromolecular association
of ECG with m-OLF

From the initial screening of the Sigma phytocompound library,
only those compounds that displayed docking scores greater
than−6 kcal mol−1 were further inspected using the XP docking
protocol. ECG was thus obtained as one of the top three scoring
hits [Table 1]. However, since the inhibitory potential of cate-
chins against amyloid aggregation of several amyloidogenic
proteins/peptides is well established in literature,61–70 we
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 1 Summary of the XP docking parameters and the non-cova-
lent interactions involved between the interaction between ECG with
and binding pocket residues of m-OLF

Parameter Value

Ligand molecular
weight

442.37 g mol−1

Glide docking score −7.54 kcal mol−1

Glide energy −31.249 kcal mol−1
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decided to proceed further with ECG in our study and evaluate
its potency against m-OLF amyloid aggregation. Visualization of
the likely protein–ligand interactions was enabled by LigPlot+
in 2D details.71 Likewise, the conformational view of the binding
interaction was pictured using Chimera.72 ECG was found to
occupy the surface groove in the m-OLF structure as depicted in
Fig. 1A. The binding between ECG and m-OLF was found to be
stabilized by several hydrophobic interactions involving the
protein residues Tyr267, Thr290, Gly292, Thr293, Leu322,
Glu323, Thr325, Ala339, Glu340, His 366, Gly375 and Tyr376.
Also, a single hydrogen bond is formed betweenm-OLF's Ser324
and ECG that provided additional stability to the complex
[Fig. 1B and C]. The B10–C11 loop comprising residues 360–379,
is the largest unstructured region in the m-OLF structure and
has been characterized as a destabilizing site previously.30 ECG
binds to three amino acid residues in this loop namely His366,
Fig. 1 Evaluation of the binding interactions throughmolecular docking
the ligand occupying the surface groove of the m-OLF structure. Zoomed
complex in 3D (B) and 2D details (C). (D) Real time binding affinity meas
injecting ECG at different concentrations over a CM5 chip immobilized

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Gly375, and Tyr 376; which can prevent structural perturbations
from ensuing in this region and hence confer the protein with
stability. Additionally, ECG interacting m-OLF residues Leu322,
Glu323, Ser324, Thr325, Ala339 and Glu340, closely ank one of
the previously identied amyloid forming cores of m-OLF
specically, G326AVVYSGSLYFQ337.33,73 Under destabilizing
conditions, interactions between these critical amino acid
residues and ECG could avert the exposure of m-OLF amyloi-
dogenic, hydrophobic core and thus strengthen the native
monomeric protein conformation.74

Additional support for the likely binding between ECG and
m-OLF was achieved by performing Surface Plasmon Resonance
(SPR) experiments. This also enabled in determining the kinetic
parameters governing the interaction between these two
biomolecules. The dose–response sensorgrams obtained during
this study indicated the existence of a favourable binding
pocket for ECG in the native m-OLF structure. Initially, binding
association (kon) and dissociation rate constants (koff) were
derived using the Langmuir global tting model. Furthermore,
on observing the sensorgrams curves and the quantitative
values obtained for kon and koff, it is evident that ECG exhibits
a faster rate of association to m-OLF but its rate of dissociation
is considerably slow and incomplete [Fig. 1C]. The dissociation
constant (KD) for m-OLF–ECG interaction was derived on tting
the obtained affinity curve and was found to have a value of 19.8
mM, which is indicative of a decent affinity between the protein
and ligand molecules [ESI Fig. S2†]. Evidently, the active
hydroxyl group bearing ring structure of ECG help in anchoring
and SPR. (A) Representation of the m-OLF + ECG docked complex with
representation of the binding interactions that stabilize m-OLF + ECG

urements of ECG using SPR, represented as sensorgrams obtained on
with m-OLF.

RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 29469–29481 | 29471
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it into the functional cles of m-OLF, generating a stable hetero-
molecular complex.
2.3 ECG inhibits the amyloid aggregation of m-OLF

Aer validating the interaction between m-OLF and ECG, we
proceeded to test the effect of ECG on the amyloid aggregation
of m-OLF. ThT binding assay is routinely used to examine the
aggregation of amyloidogenic proteins/peptides. ThT binding
to amyloid brils exhibits an increased uorescence value
which is directly proportional to the amount of brillar load.75

The plotted ThT kinetics data was tted using the following
equation to a sigmoidal model as described previously.76,77

Y ¼ Yi þmixþ Yf þmfx�
1þ exp

�ðx� t50Þ
s

�

In this equation, Y represents the uorescence intensity, x is
time in hours, t50 is the time at which the attained ThT uo-
rescence is half of the maximum recorded intensity and s is the
time constant. Accordingly, the apparent rate constant (kapp)
and lag time calculations are made using the expressions 1/s
and t50 − 2s respectively [Table S1†].

The kinetics of m-OLF aggregation exhibited a sigmoidal
trend, with a lag phase of �20 hours which is succeeded by an
exponential growth phase and a nal saturation phase where
ThT uorescence values remain constant [Fig. 2]. The presence
of ECG decreased the aggregation of m-OLF into amyloid
aggregates; signicantly lower uorescence values were
observed for m-OLF samples that were incubated with ECG.
Furthermore, the decrease in the level of uorescence values
was proportional to the concentration of ECG tested. At the
Fig. 2 Effect of ECG on the kinetics of m-OLF fibrillation. Variation in
the levels of ThT fluorescence plotted as a function of time, depicting
the fibrillation of m-OLF alone (red traces) and in the presence of
increasing concentrations of ECG (blue and green traces). The kinetics
of m-OLF aggregation exhibits a sigmoidal transition and a dose-
dependent decline in the levels of ThT fluorescence is observed for m-
OLF in the presence of ECG.

29472 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 29469–29481
highest tested concentration of ECG (75 mM) we observed�65%
reduction in the value of maximal ThT uorescence and an
increase in the lag time of m-OLF brillation by �9 h. The
increased lag phase in the presence of ECG insinuated that ECG
impacted the primary nucleation stage of the brillation
pathway.

It is possible that effects other than stabilization of the native
protein structure may operate in providing an overall protection
against amyloid brillation. Catechins are reported to bind the
oligomers formed by amyloid-beta (Ab) and various other
amyloidogenic polypeptides such as a-synuclein, tau, and islet
amyloid polypeptide (IAPP) and remodel them into off-pathway
aggregates.62,66,78–80 It is plausible that the inhibitory effect of
ECG on m-OLF brillation may also stem from such alternative
properties.

Additionally, catechins have been reported to compete with
ThT for binding to amyloid brils.81 Therefore, to ascertain if
the observed decrease in ThT uorescence is indeed due to
subjugation of m-OLF amyloid brillation in the presence of
ECG, we veried our results by using other complimentary
techniques such as microscopic evaluations and anilino-8-
naphthalenesulfonate (ANS) assay.

2.4 Morphological examination of aggregates

The resulting aggregates formed were inspected for their
morphological and structural characteristics using trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM) and atomic force micros-
copy (AFM) [Fig. 3]. On visualization using TEMm-OLF amyloid
aggregates appeared as negatively stained, twisted, rope-like
and unbranched bers having a diameter of z16 nm.
However, in case of ECG treated m-OLF samples mostly amor-
phous aggregates were observed with scarce and small sized
brils. The morphological characters of m-OLF aggregates
formed in the presence/absence of ECG as studied by TEM also
corroborated with the results obtained by AFM. Microscopic
evaluations on ECG treated samples were performed using
samples from its highest tested concentration (75 mM). The
dimensions of the aggregates observed for ECG treated m-OLF
samples were signicantly lower in proportion to the control
(m-OLF alone) aggregation samples.

2.5 Aggregation induced secondary structural variations in
m-OLF

For visualizing the secondary structural changes associated
with the amyloid brillation of m-OLF, far-UV CD spectroscopic
evaluation of native and aggregated m-OLF samples was carried
[Fig. 4A]. Native m-OLF exhibits prevalence of a b-sheet
secondary structure with a broad minimum centred at
�215 nm. The far-UV CD spectral prole of aggregated m-OLF
differed from that of native m-OLF considerably. A reduction
in the absorption minimum at �215 nm and its slight shi
towards 220 nm was evident for aggregated m-OLF, without
ECG. The far-UV CD spectra of aggregates formed by m-OLF in
the presence of ECG although exhibited an appreciable decline
of CD signal at �215 nm but its overall prole displayed
a greater resemblance to the spectra of native m-OLF [Table
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 Morphological characterization of the m-OLF aggregates formed in the presence and absence of ECG. Negatively stained amyloid fibrils
formed by m-OLF in the absence of ECG as observed using TEM (A) and AFM (B; where arrows in white pinpoint the straight fibrils). Amorphous
aggregates formed bym-OLF samples in the presence of ECG as visualized using TEM (C) and AFM (D). Scale bars represent 100 nm and 1 mM for
TEM and AFM images respectively. Colour bars in (B) and (D) provide a gradation for the height of the observed aggregates, structures in bright
yellow have the maximum height.

Fig. 4 Secondary structural changes and hydrophobicity assessment of the aggregates formed by m-OLF. (A) Far UV CD spectra for aggregated
m-OLF in the absence and presence of ECG exhibited a decrease in the CD signal at 215 nm, and a slight shift of the spectral minimum towards
220 nm was observed for m-OLF in the absence of ECG. (B) ECG binding results in formation of m-OLF aggregates with reduced surface
hydrophobicity.

Paper RSC Advances
S2†]. Thus, the interaction between m-OLF and ECG stabilizes
the protein's secondary structural features while preventing its
aggregation into non-native forms.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
2.6 ECG modulates m-OLF surface hydrophobicity

ANS binding assay is widely utilized for assessing the exposure
of a protein's hydrophobic surface patches to the surrounding
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 29469–29481 | 29473
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solvent molecules as well as to characterize protein folding
intermediates and molten globules.82,83 Local unfolding of
a protein exposes hydrophobic patches that can trigger aberrant
intermolecular interactions between protein molecules and
lead to aggregation.84 Native m-OLF exhibits negligible ANS
uorescence as is expected for a well folded protein. In contrast,
aggregated m-OLF exhibited increased levels of ANS uores-
cence with the characteristic blue shi in its emission
maximum which is indicative of increased m-OLF surface
hydrophobicity [Fig. 4B]. However, ECG treated m-OLF aggre-
gates were found to have much lower levels of ANS uorescence
and exhibited no blue shi in its emission maximum. Thus, the
results of ANS assay are indicative of the stabilizing effect ECG
binding has on the structure of m-OLF. Apparently, ECG
binding subdues the exposed hydrophobic surfaces of m-OLF,
further preventing the interaction of misfolded aggregating
monomers, consequently inhibiting its amyloid brillation.

2.7 ECG controls the conformational transitions of m-OLF
into non-native states

The above results suggested that the heteromolecular interac-
tion between ECG and m-OLF preserves the structural integrity
of m-OLF. It has been previously proposed that in vitro amyloid
brillation of m-OLF proceeds from its partially folded states
that can be accessed at elevated temperatures, acidic conditions
and also via agitation under physiological settings.32 To gain
further insights into the mechanistic effect that ECG can have
on the conformational alterations occurring in m-OLF that can
Fig. 5 Evaluation of the REMD simulation trajectories for studying confor
traces) and m-OLF + ECG complex (green traces) during the complete s
each amino acid residue for the stable time frame. Probability distribution
both the systems.

29474 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 29469–29481
predispose it towards an amyloid forming competent state, we
performed all atomistic replica exchange molecular dynamics
(REMD) simulations. Standard MD simulations are not well
suited to understand the unfolding of large globular proteins
such as m-OLF because of their limited sampling of major
conformational states.85–87 REMD simulations can overcome
these issues by simultaneously running numerous simulations
for alike systems (replicas) at a wide range of temperature,
wherein at every few stages, the temperatures are indiscrimin-
ately replaced amongst these replicas. This process assists in
overcoming energy barriers and the resulting trajectories
explore the conformational space in contrast to normal MD
simulations.85

Initial analysis focused on inspecting the changes observed
in secondary structural elements for m-OLF alone, in compar-
ison to m-OLF docked with ECG [Fig. 5]. To achieve this, root
mean square deviation (RMSD) and root mean square uctua-
tion (RMSF) was assessed for the two systems. The complex of
m-OLF and ECG exhibited lower RMSD values as compared to
the m-OLF alone system. Around �60 ns there was an increase
in the RMSD values for the m-OLF + ECG complex but the
trajectory stabilized before the simulation ended [Fig. 5A].
Decline in the average RMSD values for both the systems
towards the end of the simulation indicated that the simulation
had achieved convergence and the individual trajectories were
suitable for carrying out further analysis. Following this, RMSF
values were computed and compared for both the systems. It
was observed that m-OLF exhibited almost similar RMSF values
mational variations. (A) Backbone RMSD variations of m-OLF alone (red
imulation. (B) Computed RMSF depicting the structural fluctuations by
plots of Rg (C), SASA (D) and protein–solvent contacts (E) compared for

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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in the presence as well as absence of ECG. Amino acid residues
found at positions 280, 310–325, 370–375, 420–428 and 458
showed lower uctuations in the m-OLF + ECG complex, while
those present at locations 355–358, 379, 390, 405–420, 460–485
exhibited slightly increased RMSF values when compared to m-
OLF alone [Fig. 5B]. Overall, it was observed that amino acid
residues that interact with ECG exhibited lower RMSF values
when compared to the non-bound residues. In sum, the overall
RMSD and RMSF proles of both the systems for the stipulated
simulation time, did not exhibit large deviations from the initial
structure which is indicative of the structural stability of WT m-
OLF. Furthermore, other structural parameters such as radius
of gyration (Rg), solvent accessible surface area (SASA) and H
bond numbers were compared for both the systems. The m-OLF
+ ECG complex exhibited little difference in the Rg values in
comparison to the m-OLF alone system [Fig. 5C]. However, an
increase in the values of SASA [Fig. 5D] and protein–solvent H
bonds [Fig. 5E] was observed for the m-OLF alone system.
Correspondingly, the number of intramolecular protein H
bonds was found to be well conserved in case of the m-OLF +
ECG complex but had decreased slightly in case of the m-OLF
alone system [ESI Fig. S3A†]. Preservation of local H bonds
within the protein is suggestive of a stable structure, while an
Fig. 6 Free energy landscape of m-OLF. 2D and 3DGibbs free energy lan
Rg and RMSD values in the absence (A) and presence of ECG (B).

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
increasing interaction with the solvent molecules is character-
istic of protein unfolding.88 These results suggested that ECG
had a stabilizing effect on the protein structure and resulted in
overall protein compaction. Additionally, hydrogen bonding
analysis also affirmed that the heteromolecular H bonding
interaction between m-OLF and ECG was well sustained during
the course of the simulation, implying a stable interaction
between the two [ESI Fig. S3B†].

Subsequently, population density analysis was performed to
assess the distribution of conformations sampled during the
course of the entire REMD simulation. The global structural
parameters – Rg and RMSD were used as functions to accom-
plish the same. Most conformations sampled for the m-OLF +
ECG system had lower RMSD values centred around 0.22 nm
[ESI Fig. S4†] and thus were closer to the initial native structure
of m-OLF. In contrast, the conformational area for m-OLF
system had digressed with the most populated conguration
states exhibiting comparatively higher RMSD values, clustered
around 0.28 nm. Consequently, 2D and 3D free energy land-
scapes (FELs) for both the systems were assembled and pro-
jected against the same two parameters [Fig. 6]. A 3D FEL
illustrates protein stability on the basis of the appearance and
dimension of the folding funnel with a global energy minimum;
dscapes (kcal mol−1) of m-OLF projected as a function of the backbone

RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 29469–29481 | 29475



Fig. 7 Comparison of the structural variation in m-OLF protein at the end of the simulation. (A) Native structure of the monomeric m-OLF
domain, which comprises of a b propeller structure having five blades numbered A–E. Each blade is composed of four antiparallel b sheets which
are joined by intermediate loops with two helical turns and a short a-helix in between the outer strands of the A blade. (B) Structure of m-OLF
when simulated alone for 100 ns, the arrow highlights an unfolded a-helix. (C) m-OLF simulated in the presence of ECGwith the side helix intact
at the end of the simulation. (D) Surface representation of the docked complex of m-OLF + ECG at the end of the simulation.
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it helps envision the conformational landscape accessible to the
protein in the ensemble of trajectories.89,90 A more converged
orange region in the FEL is an indicator of higher stability for
the protein. As observed in the 2D free energy plots of Fig. 6,
most of the conformations sampled had lower free energy
values for both the systems. Thus, m-OLF retained an overall
folded conformation both in the presence and absence of ECG
in the stipulated simulation time. However, the population
density of the sampled low energy conformations was found to
be signicantly reduced in case of m-OLF alone system when
compared to the m-OLF + ECG system. The 3D FEL plots
exhibited a single energy minimum for both the systems, but
with a slightly wider basin in case of m-OLF alone. These results
suggest that interaction with ECG provides considerable
stability to the m-OLF structure and prevents its unfolding into
non-native forms.

The structural changes that occurred in m-OLF in the
presence/absence of ECG were compared at the end of the
simulation. The same are represented in Fig. 7, where the end-
point structures for both the systems have been compared to
the native m-OLF structure (PDB id: 4WXQ) [Fig. 7A]. Though no
major structural loss has ensued in the b sheet core of both m-
OLF alone and m-OLF + ECG systems, the side helix which is
a part of the A blade in m-OLF b-propeller structure is
completely unwound in the system where m-OLF was simulated
alone [Fig. 7B]. However, in case of the m-OLF + ECG docked
complex system the side helix is still intact [Fig. 7C and D] and
the protein retains its overall conformation. The unfolding of
the side helix has been previously reported as one of the rst
steps in the unfolding of m-OLF, but the generated
29476 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 29469–29481
conformation was inferred to be distinct from the molten
globule form of m-OLF from which amyloid aggregation
proceeds.91 Studying the unfolding transitions for a consider-
ably large and stable globular protein domain such as m-OLF is
expected to be challenging using conventional computational
methods. Simulation times have to be sufficiently large to
access all protein conformations at partially unfolded states.87

3. Conclusion

The present study describes the modulatory effects of ECG in
countering the amyloid brillation of WT m-OLF. This was
achieved using biophysical and in silico studies. We also report
an efficient method of producing native m-OLF recombinantly,
in amounts that are necessary to carry out biophysical studies.
Our results suggest that ECG prevents the brillation of m-OLF
via binding to the native protein and bestowing relative stabi-
lization to its structure, which prevents amyloidogenic struc-
tural transitions from happening. In future the effects of ECG
on the disease associated variants of m-OLF can be tested via
biophysical and cellular secretion assays to affirm its thera-
peutic potential in delivering targeted treatments for patients
with inherited glaucoma. Moreover, ECG can be used as
a structural template to design and test additional inhibitors
against m-OLF amyloid aggregation.

4. Materials and methods
4.1 Cloning of the human myocilin OLF domain

The OLF domain of the human MYOC gene (m-OLF) was
amplied using gene specic primers from pMYOCWT-EGFP
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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plasmid, available from Addgene (Repository #39326). The
amplied DNA was annealed into the pET28a(+) expression
vector (Novagen), and the subsequent construct DNA was
sequenced to conrm the success of cloning.

4.2 Protein expression and purication

The plasmid DNA (pET28a + mOLF) was transformed into
Rosetta-gami 2(DE3) pLysS (Novagen) cells and cultivated in LB-
Broth till the optical density at 600 nm reached �0.7. Following
this the cells were induced with 0.5 mM isopropyl b-D-thio-
galactopyranoside (IPTG) for 2 hours at a temperature of 37 �C.
The cells were then collected via centrifugation and stored at
−80 �C until further processing.

The bacterial cell pellet was suspended in lysis buffer
(100 mMNaH2PO4, 10mM Tris, 200 mMNaCl, 8 M urea, 10 mM
imidazole, 10 mM reduced glutathione, 1 mM EDTA), pH 7.4.
The cell suspension was then subjected to sonication at 4 �C,
following which the cell lysate was centrifuged at 15000g for 20
minutes at 4 �C to remove insoluble particulates. The cleared
lysate was then allowed to ow over Ni-NTA matrix (Qiagen,
Germany) pre-equilibrated with the lysis buffer in a gravity ow
column. Following this the Ni-NTA matrix was washed twice
with Wash buffer (100 mM NaH2PO4, 10 mM Tris, 200 mM
NaCl, 8 M urea, 25 mM imidazole, 10 mM reduced glutathione,
1 mM EDTA), pH 7.4. Finally, the puried protein was collected
aer washing the column in elution buffer (100 mM NaH2PO4,
10 mM Tris, 200 mMNaCl, 8 M urea, 100 mM imidazole, 10 mM
reduced glutathione, 1 mM EDTA), pH 7.4. The puried protein
was diluted 10 times into the refolding buffer (100 mM
NaH2PO4, 10 mM Tris, 200 mM NaCl, 0.5 M L-arginine HCl,
25 mM imidazole, 1 mM reduced glutathione, 0.1 mM oxidized
glutathione, and 1 mM EDTA), pH 7.4 and le overnight at 4 �C.

The refolded, diluted protein was dialyzed against dialysis
buffer (10 mM sodium phosphate, 200 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA
and 1% glycine), pH 7.2. Aer dialysis the diluted protein was
ltered using a 0.22 mm lter and then concentrated using an
Amicon® Stirred Cell (Merck). The concentrated protein was
loaded on a Superdex 75 prep grade column (Cytiva) equili-
brated with reaction buffer (10 mM Na phosphate, 200 mM
NaCl, and 1 mM EDTA), pH 7.2 and monomeric m-OLF was
nally recovered. The protein was immediately used or stored at
−80 �C until further processing.

4.3 DLS

Light scattering for the refolded m-OLF (0.5 mg mL−1, in reac-
tion buffer) was inspected using an Xtal-Spectrosize-300
instrument (Xtal Concepts, Germany). An average of 10 scans
was performed and the obtained mass histograms were plotted
using the OriginPro 8.5.

4.4 High throughput virtual screening (HTVS) for identifying
m-OLF ligands

HTVS was used to identify plausible binding partners for m-OLF,
the sigma phytocompounds drug library was screened using
GLIDE,92 a module of Schrodinger. The X-ray crystal structure of
HumanMyocilin OLF protein (PDB id: 4WXQ) was obtained from
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
the RCSB-Protein Data Bank.93 The active site of the protein was
identied using the CASTp server https://sts.bioe.uic.edu/castp/
.94 The protein was further pre-processed and optimized using
the protein preparation wizard of the Schrodinger suite. A
receptor grid was generated by exploiting the centroid of the
detected active site residues. The LigPrep module95 of Schro-
dinger was used for preparing the Sigma phytocompound
library. The two-step docking approach was employed wherein
HTVS is proceeded by extra precision (XP) docking.
4.5 Amyloid aggregation kinetic assay

Puried protein stored at −80 �C (from multiple batches of puri-
cation) was allowed to thaw on ice, following which it was
pooled. The pooled protein was concentrated using Amicon®
ultra centrifugal lters (Merck) and then subjected to SEC as
described before (section 4.2). Only the monomeric protein frac-
tion obtained using SEC was quantied using bicinchoninic acid
(BCA) assay and utilized for setting up the amyloid aggregation
assay. Monomeric m-OLF at a concentration of 0.5 mg mL−1 (15
mM) in reaction buffer was taken in 1.5 mL micro-centrifuge vials
with/without the presence of ECG (Cayman Chemical) and incu-
bated at 37 �C with a steady agitation rate of 200 rpm. The
experiment was performed in triplicates, all reaction vials were
sampled at regular intervals by aliquoting 10 mL of the reaction
mix and diluting it with 90 mL of Thioavin T (ThT) prepared in
the same buffer. ThT was employed at a nal dilution of 10 mM;
uorescence emission values were documented at 485 nm of
wavelength following excitation at a wavelength of 450 nm in
SpectraMax® M2e multimode plate reader (Molecular Devices),
using a 1 cm path length quartz cuvette. OriginPro 8.5 was used
for plotting and tting the data, sigmoidal t for the scatter points
was obtained by utilizing the curve tting Boltzmann function.
4.6 TEM

Aer completion of the kinetic assay, 15 mL of aggregation product
was adsorbed on carbon shielded copper mesh grids (Agar
Scientic Formvar 300 mesh) for 2 minutes. The grids were
subsequently stained using uranyl acetate for 1 minute. Excess
stain was removed by rinsing with de-ionized water for 10 seconds,
the grids were le for overnight drying. Visualization of the grids
was performed with JEM-2100F (JEOL, USA) transmission electron
microscope running at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV.
4.7 AFM

Surface topography of the aggregates was inspected using
a WITec alpha 300 atomic force microscope (WITec GmbH,
Germany). Aggregated protein samples (20 mL) were allowed to
absorb on freshly cleaved mica discs for 30 minutes, following
which the mica discs were rinsed with de-ionised water and le
undisturbed for overnight drying. The mica discs were scanned
in ambient conditions using intermitted contact mode and
a NSG30-TipsNano probe; with 256 points per line 256 lines per
image and a standard scan rate of 0.5 Hz.
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 29469–29481 | 29477
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4.8 SPR binding and kinetic analysis

To determine the kinetic parameters of the interaction between
ECG and m-OLF, SPR tests were completed using a BIAcore
X100 machine (Cytiva), as described before.52 Briey, a CM5
sensor chip (Cytiva) was activated using an equimolar combi-
nation of EDC [N-ethyl-N-(diethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide]
and NHS (N-hydroxy succinimide). For immobilization, the
protein was freshly diluted from a main stock (3 mg mL−1,
prepared in PBS) into the immobilization buffer (sodium
acetate buffer, pH 4.5) at a working concentration of 50 mg
mL−1. One of the ow cells was used for blank corrections, on
which blocking was performed using ethanolamine as per the
standard manufacturer operating protocol. A binding level
response of �3700 resonance units (RU) was accomplished for
m-OLF. PBS was used as running buffer during binding and
kinetics experiments and the system was primed twice before
each run, with a ow rate of 30 mL per minute. Values of the
dissociation constant were calculated by means of the BIA
evaluation 4.1 soware (BIAcore), affinity and kinetic analysis.
The Langmuir isotherm model was employed for data tting.
4.9 Far and near UV CD spectroscopy

CD spectra were recorded using a J-815 Spectropolarimeter
(Jasco, Tokyo, Japan). Near and far-UV spectra for native m-OLF
were obtained at a nal protein concentration of 0.5 mg mL−1

in reaction buffer. Far-UV CD spectra for aggregated m-OLF was
inspected by directly utilizing the samples obtained at the end of
aggregation kinetics assay – m-OLF in the absence and presence
of ECG (1 : 5). All spectral measurements were obtained at room
temperature at a data pitch of 1 nm and a scanning rate of 50 nm
min−1 for near UV and 100 nmmin−1 for far UV. A quartz cuvette
with a path length of 1 cm was used for near UV measurements
whereas a 0.1 cm quartz cuvette was used for far UV scans. The
scans were conducted in triplicates and the averaged data was
plotted in units of mean residue ellipticity. The percentage of
different secondary structural elements in the far UV CD spectra
was calculated using the BeStSel tool.96
4.10 ANS binding assay

ANS binding assay was used for evaluating the hydrophobicity
of m-OLF aggregates. The control (m-OLF alone) and treated (m-
OLF + ECG) aggregation samples were diluted to a nal protein
concentration of 10 mM in reaction buffer, supplemented with
100 mM of ANS (diluted from a main stock of 10 mM ANS,
prepared in deionised water). Aer incubation for 5 minutes at
25 �C and using an excitation wavelength of 380 nm, the emitted
uorescence was recorded between 400 and 600 nm. A
SpectraMax® M2e multimode plate reader (Molecular Devices),
and 1 cm path length quartz cuvette was used for obtaining the
measurements.
4.11 REMD simulations

The protein preparation wizard module of Schrödinger was
used to prepare m-OLF structure (PDB 4WXQ) for running
atomistic REMD simulations. Also, the heteroatoms like poly
29478 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 29469–29481
ethylene glycol (PEG), calcium and sodium present in the PDB
structure of m-OLF were removed beforehand. The 3D structure
of ECG was downloaded in SDF format from PubChem.97

Further, PRODRG98 was used to generate the coordinates and
topology les of ECG compatible to GROMACS.99 Aer obtain-
ing the prepared structures of both m-OLF and ECG, the
simulation box was created keeping the protein in the center of
the box of diameter 1.5 nm and shape of the box to be cubic.
Leapfrog integrator algorithm was used to incorporate Newton's
equation of motion with a time step of 2 fs.100 Both long- and
short-range electrostatics were inferred along with particle-
mesh Ewald algorithm and van der Waals interactions.101 In
order to minimize the barriers of the REMD simulations, fast
Fourier transform algorithm was also included. The system size
effect was enhanced by applying periodic boundary conditions
and the m-OLF topologies were developed by applying GRO-
MOS96 force eld. The simple point charge (SPC)102 water
model was used as solvent and the charges of m-OLF were
neutralized by addition of charged ions.

The NPT equilibrations were performed on the two REMD
simulation systems (m-OLF andm-OLF + ECG) in order to attain
an isotropic condition (1 bar pressure and 300 K temperature)
i.e., constant pressure and temperature along with constant
number of atoms. Barostat and Berendsen weak coupling
thermostat103 were applied to achieve equilibrated box dimen-
sions at a compressibility of 4.5 � 10−5 bar−1. Also, Nose–
Hoover thermostat104 was used to employ NVT equilibrations at
constant volume and temperature along with a constant
number of atoms. A precise thermodynamics conformational
ensemble was achieved by an advanced Hamiltonian jointed
supercially with the heat-bath. The linear constraint solver
algorithm (LINCS) along with the SETTLE algorithm105 was used
to constrain both protein and water bonds separately. Sym-
plectic integrator and Lagrange multipliers were used in both
LINCS and SETTLE algorithms to constrain the chemical bonds.

Under above conditions, the advanced REMD simulations
were implemented to enhance conformational sampling of m-
OLF and m-OLF + ECG simulation systems. Various replicas at
different temperature (290–500 K) were executed with marginally
different ensembles, switching the replica coordinates among
the different ensembles intermittently. The exponential spacing
law was used in recent studies for the temperature selection and
distribution to perform REMD simulations.106 One of the web-
server named, REMD Temperature Generator https://
virtualchemistry.org/remd-temperature-generator/107 was also
used in the previous studies.86 The same web-server was imple-
mented in our study for selection and distribution of tempera-
tures in REMD simulations. A total of 32 replicas were used for
each system with an average exchange probability of 20% within
replicas in every 2 ps. Them-OLF andm-OLF + ECG systems were
simulated for 100 ns per replica and the REMD analysis was
achieved on the nal trajectories at 351 K.
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